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23rd June 2020 Weekly Newsletter #49

Since last week, the Baobab Insights platform added:

54 deals | 82 companies | 100 funds | 2 market reports
 

Hello,

North Africa funding report

Last week, we published our first ever report on venture funding in North Africa, looking at

data and market dynamics from the last three years. 

The research focuses on trends in Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Morocco and Tunisia, profiling a

number of VC funds and studying the business models of some of the region's most

successful tech companies. 
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What were some of the highlights?

Investment in Q1 and Q2 of 2020 has totalled $120.2m across 42 deals to date. Across the

same period in 2019, investment totalled $123.9m across 57 deals.

For North African tech companies in 2015, the average number of rounds closed prior to

Series A was 1.5. This has risen to 2.7 in 2020 (YTD). 

The 500 Startups managed fund, 500 Falcons, has invested in over 40 companies

based in Algeria, Egypt, Tunisia and Morocco since 2017 (many of these businesses

feature in the chart above). 

 

News

PayGo Energy partners with Saisan to launch world-first Cylinder Smart-Meter in
Asia

Kenya based PayGo Energy has secured a strategic investment from Japanese energy

giant Saisan. The deal will see PayGo launch its proprietary Cylinder Smart Meter

across Saisan’s Gas One retail network, providing households across Asia with access to

pay-as-you-go LPG gas or the first time.

Source: Tech Cabal
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Egypt's MoneyFellows raises Series A round led by Partech and Sawari Ventures 

Cairo-based FinTech MoneyFellows has raised $4m in a Series A round led by 

Partech and Sawari Ventures. The round comes less than a year after MoneyFellows

raised over $1m in funding from 500 Startups, Dubai Angel Investors, and 

Phoenician Fund. 

Source: MENA Bytes

 
Cross-border FinTech Chipper Cash closes Series A

FinTech start-up Chipper Cash has closed a round of Series A funding led by Deciens

Capital, the company's founders, Ham Serunjogi and Maijid Moujaled (pictured below)

have announced.

The funds will be used to expand operations and build for scale, hiring up to 30 people

across offices in San Francisco, Lagos, London, Nairobi and New York. 

Source: Tech Crunch

 

Deals

Egyptian Ed-Tech OTO Courses has raised a bridge round from AUC Angels and 

Unlock better market information for your teams
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Changelabs to expand its English language learning platform. 

Egypt’s Sakneen gets Y Combinator funding to scale its online real estate platform. 

Noon Academy raises $13m in a funding round led by Saudi Technology Ventures to

accelerate its global expansion. 

Zedny, an Egyptian Ed-Tech platform that helps users to learn in Arabic, has secured

$1.2m in funding from angel investors.

 

Chart of the week

This week's chart comes from our recent market report on innovation and venture

capital along Africa's healthcare supply chain.

This particular data-set caught the eye of a number of our healthcare clients earlier this

month, as it looks at the total number of deals closed by healthcare supply chain

companies as a proportion of all health-tech deals in the last five years.

Access data on over 2,000 African VC deals

Download our healthcare supply chain report here
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Start-up spotlight

Founded in November 2018 in Senegal, Yobanté Express is an online marketplace that

connects local couriers with local commerce to optimise domestic, cross-border and last-

mile delivery. 

The Yobanté team, led by founder Oumar Basse, have ambitious plans to scale

across Africa, and recently announced their expansion into South Africa. Onwards and

upwards! 

 
Source: Yobanté

Know a company building something cool? Nominate them for our weekly spotlight at

team@baobabinsights.com. 

Data in this newsletter comes from Baobab Insights. Join Partech, Standard

Chartered, Sanofi, Cargill, Chandaria Capital, Newtown Partners and tonnes of other

clients to get access to Africa’s best venture capital market data.
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Nairobi: Pinetree Plaza, Kilimani, Nairobi
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